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Speech Marks and Inverted Commas – Level 
Two  

How to Guide - ANSWERS  
 

Question 1  

Add speech marks and inverted commas into these sentences.  

 

a) Maya Angelou has many inspiring quotes including, “You will face many 

defeats in life, but never let yourself be defeated.” 

 

b) At our school we had to read ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ for our GCSE exams.  

 

c) Nelson Mandela said a thought-provoking statement about success: “The 

greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.” 

 

d) My favourite Ed Sheeran songs are ‘Shape of You’ and ‘The A Team’.  

 

e) The attack on the elderly woman was described as ‘horrific’ by those who 

witnessed it.  

 

Question 2  

Find three quotes you like. They could be from film, TV, a book, a celebrity or 
a historical figure. Write out the quotes punctuating them carefully. You 
should start one quote with a colon.  

 

You can choose any quotes you like. Check you have used a capital to start the 
quote. Have you used the right starting punctuation? A colon if it is a complete 
sentence and a comma if not.  

Have you put the speech marks in the right places?  
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Question 3 

Complete the table with ideas about how you could include speech in different 
types of texts. One has been done for you.  

Again, you can have a range of answers. Check you have punctuated the quote 
properly. Here are some sample answers.  

Text Who could you 
quote? 

What might they say? 

A review of a holiday  The person you 
went with 
(wife/husband/ 
partner/ friend etc) 

My girlfriend described the beach as, “A 
little piece of heaven.”  

Article about what facilities 
you would like to see in 
your local area  

Local residents or 
business owners  

Mum of two Julie would like to see a soft 
play centre: “There’s nowhere fun to take 
my kids when it’s raining at the minute.” 

Diary entry about your first 
day at your current 
job/course  

Your new 
boss/tutor 

My manager Gary told me the same thing 
about twenty times today: “Think safe, act 
safe.”  

An article about whether 
social media is a good or 
bad influence  

Social media trainer Mark Andrews, a social media trainer, 
feels social media has many benefits: “It 
allows businesses to get their name out 
there and build their brand.”  

A persuasive piece to stop 
the closure of the local 
library  

A librarian Local librarian Mary said, “Closing the 
library would be devastating for our 
community.”  

 

Question 4 

See if you can fill in the gaps with a suitable example that uses inverted 
commas.  

You can choose what goes in the gaps. Make sure you have used sentence case 
for titles. Check the whole sentence makes sense.  

Here are some example answers.  

1) Our local MP, who many describe as ‘useless’, voted against free school meals.  

2) The one horror film I can’t watch before going to bed is ‘The Ring’ as it is just 
so scary! 

3) The proposal for a new leisure centre, which many residents have described 
as  ‘very creative’, is being debated by the council.     

4) The increase in teenage diabetes has been discussed nationally. Just yesterday 
it was featured on ‘This Morning’.                

Note: we would use ‘on’ for a TV programme but ‘in’ for a newspaper or 
publication.                                                        


